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July 25, 2015 Florida Hospital Seventh-day Adventist Church  
Luke 2:10  Celebration—Free of All Care  by Andy McDonald 
 
Wow!  The practice comes after the presentation so while this is the last 
of the presentations in our 12 Months to Grow series you have one 
month of practice left to complete our year! 
 
My hope is that you can look back at the last 12 months and whether it 
is some giant growth spurt like the vines in my backyard that seem to 
grow overnight or more imperceptible growth like that occurring in the 
giant oak tree, I hope you perceive that in these 12 months you have 
experienced some growing from shallow to deep from artificial to real, 
and from trivial to more profound. 
 
I hope that you have taken this opportunity to invest time and direct 
your attention to your faith.  We don’t seek to grow in faith just to put 
on more pounds of faith.  We seek to grow so we can better love people 
into a lifelong friendship with God.  God is seeking you, chasing you 
down, attempting to get you to hear and believe his love for you, he 
wants you.  There is no one, not even you, who wants good, then better, 
then the very best for you more than God. And as you have, and 
hopefully will continue to practice these 12 disciplines in your life, by 
them you are opening up yourself, allowing God access—to will and to 
do in you according to His good pleasure which is consistently gracious 
and loving. 
 
Maybe today you showed up at the end of the series.  You haven’t 
missed out.   On the slat board by the elevator in the lobby there are 
handouts for each discipline just like the one you will receive as you 
leave today on this discipline.  In addition let me recommend to you 
Richard Foster’s book, Celebration of Discipline, the classic standard 
for looking at these 12 disciplines.  If you are a parent or grandparent, 
if there are important children in your life also available at our 
Information Booth in the lobby is the book Habits of a Child’s Heart, 
Raising your kids with the Spiritual Disciplines.  I believe that 
practicing these disciplines as a family and teaching their conscientious 
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practice to your children is one of the best if not the best way to 
insulate yourself and your child from the craziness that often surfaces 
in denominationalism.  We must be anchored to Jesus walking in a 
friendship with God first and foremost before any loyalty to any local 
church or denominational organization.  Those are all filled with 
humans who with or without intention will disappoint and damage but 
if our anchor is in the Father, Son and Holy Spirit then God will prevail 
in us despite what man may do to us. 
 
These 12 practices are really just places to focus our attention as ways 
to give God access to transform us more and more into his very image. 
 
Don’t you hate good things to end? Each summer our beach week is 
this great time and packing up to head home when it is over always 
brings a little sadness because something so good is ending.  I feel that 
way about this series—it has been a journey I’ve really enjoyed.  But 
while the series ends the practice must continue.  Think of it like being 
introduced to tennis or playing a musical instrument. Having just been 
introduced to the basics, now before each of us is our lifetime to 
practice, so don’t let it end but continue to cycle through these proven 
12 classical spiritual disciplines.  Let’s pray. 
 
Father, thank you for these tools to give you access to our lives.  Today 
as we look at #12 for many in our denomination this is a time when we 
can obviously recognize that choosing to celebrate is really a discipline.  
Please send your Holy Spirit to us right now. Into this room, and into 
the rooms where individuals are watching on their computer or TV, 
into the rooms called Worship Cafés here and at Winter Park Hospital, 
and by your grace may we become better at the practice of celebration 
from our time together.  In Jesus’ name we pray, Amen. 
 
If we went out on the streets of Orlando, or really any city, and asked 
people to answer this question what do you think would be the 
response. Here it is,  “What are Christians known for, what do they 
stand for?” How many interviews would it take to have someone say, 
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“Oh I know the answer to that—they are known for celebrating!”  In 
fact I think the odds are slim that we’d ever get that response. 
 
How horrific.  How did the movement of Christianity that began as 
celebration, “I bring you good news of great joy for everyone 
everywhere,” loose that celebratory ring?  The angel choir sings Glory 
to God in the highest and peace on earth—they announce the joy and 
essentially are saying—let the celebration begin, God is among us! 
 
What happened?  How did spirituality and seriousness get married?  
Who decided that joy, joy unlimited, unbound, full of glory, full and 
free celebration should be divorced from being spiritual?  How did we 
determine that noise of celebration is somehow less sacred than quiet 
stillness? Isn’t God  big enough to include the full spectrum of 
celebration? 
 
In one of my favorite books is one of my favorite stories.  Its’ in the 
book  The Art of Possibility by Ben and Rosamund Zander, and this 
story introduces the chapter entitled  “Rule Number 6”.  
 
Two prime ministers are sitting in a room discussing affairs of state.  
Suddenly a man bursts in, enraged with fury, shouting and stamping 
and banging his fist on the desk.  The resident prime minister 
admonishes him: “Peter,” he says, “kindly remember Rule Number 6,”  
Whereupon Peter is instantly restored to complete calm, apologizes, 
and withdraws. The politicians return to their conversation, only to be 
interrupted yet again twenty minutes later by a woman waving wildly, 
her hair flying.  Again the intruder is greeted with the words: “Marie, 
please remember Rule Number 6.” Complete calm descends once more, 
and she too withdraws with a bow and an apology.  When the scene is 
repeated for a third time, the visiting prime minister addresses his 
colleague: “My dear friend, I‘ve seen many things in my life, but never 
anything as remarkable as this.  Would you be willing to share with me 
the secret of Rule Number 6?”  “Very simple,” replies the resident 
prime minister.  “Rule Number 6 is, ‘Don’t take yourself so dog gone 
seriously.’”  “Ah,” says his visitor, “that is a fine rule.”  After a 
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moment of pondering he inquires, “And what, may I ask, are the other 
rules?”  “There aren’t any.”     - The Art of Possibility, p. 79 
 
Maybe Christians and Christianity have lost touch some with the 
wonderful discipline of celebration because we have simply not 
followed rule number six.  We’ve take ourselves and all we think we 
know and purport as “the truth” just a bit too seriously. 
 
All our fretting to perfect, achieve, conquer, and obey may have slipped 
from being means to glorify God and celebrate him to ways of 
enlarging ourselves and taking ourselves just a little too seriously.  
 
Celebration is sort of a call to lighten up. 
 
Who among us is feeling a little heaviness?  Anyone dealing with 
disappointment?  Do any of us have concerns with some shortage—you 
know maybe not enough money for this months’ bills or to pay for 
school or to take that needed vacation? Any relational burdens where 
there are riffs in family or friendships or maybe just wishing for a 
relationship? Suffering loss of a friend from death or just a move? 
Worried about your reputation that “they” whoever “they” are aren’t 
thinking you are enough? 
 
Jesus invites tired, weary, burdened people, people who are worried 
there isn’t enough of something,  Jesus invites us, “Come to me. All of 
you who are weary and carry heavy burdens, and I will give you rest.  
Take my yoke upon you.  Let me teach you, because I am humble and 
gentle, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke fits perfectly 
and the burden I give you is light.”  Matthew 11:28-30 
 
Here is what the angel was talking about.  Here’s why the angel is 
calling for celebration.  The angel announces Jesus’ arrival as good 
news of great joy for all people.  Rest for our souls.  Light burdens—
that’s worth celebrating.   
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Nehemiah counsels that we aren’t to be dejected and sad, for the joy of 
the Lord is our strength. Nehemiah 8:10 
 
I want to try and capture the feeling of celebration. For me one of the 
easiest ways to think of the feeling is when something we dreaded 
disappears.  Maybe it is as simple as a meeting we really don’t want to 
have to go to. Our attendance is “required” there is no gracious way to 
get out of the conflict, or boredom or aggravation.  And every time we 
think of the meeting we have what I call the dreads.  It affects our 
heads and causes pain in our gut. And then we get that phone call or 
email that communicates cancellation of said meeting. And our fists 
pump the air and maybe we jump up from our desk and do a little 
victory dance, or whatever—in that moment however we do it we 
celebrate. 
 
When God brought Israel out of Egypt, freed them from hundreds of 
years, multiple generations in slavery, he established celebrations to 
remember. It was to remember they didn’t deliver themselves, but that 
God’s mighty hand rescued them from Egypt and slavery. 
 
As he set up that nation there were multiple annual feasts that would 
last for more than a week to celebrate God and his hand in their lives 
and their nation. 
 
And when Jesus finally comes and takes away the sin of the world, and 
we are part of that world and so this means he takes away our sin the 
cause for celebration amps up. 
 
All the burden of law keeping, all our “measuring up” is eclipsed by 
Christ’s perfect measuring up.  That’s why his yoke fits well and his 
burden is light because the pressure is off.  The dreaded meeting where 
I am called in to give account, to see if my numbers measure up, that 
meeting, while it still happens, has no fear because Jesus numbers are 
transferred to my report and he has out performed perfection and his 
report becomes my report and that is reason to celebrate. 
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Really really close to the practice of celebration is the practice of 
gratitude, in fact practicing gratitude may be like the fuse that lights the 
explosion of celebration in our lives. 
 
Paul writes a call to celebration in his letter to the Colossians, chapter 
1: we pick it up in vs. 19 and following: 
For God in all his fullness was pleased to live in Christ, and by him 
God reconciled everything to himself.  He made peace with everything 
in heaven and on earth by means of his blood on the cross. This 
includes you who were once so far away from God. You were his 
enemies, separated from him by your evil thoughts and actions, yet now 
he has brought you back as his friends.  He has done this through his 
death on the cross in his own human body.  As a result, he has brought 
you into the very presence of God, and you are holy and blameless as 
you stand before him without a single fault.” 
 
What can we do with that but create a song of thanksgiving and 
celebration for the reality of God and God’s work! 
 
Peter encourages us to “give all your  worries and cares to God, for he 
cares about what happens to you.”  “Cast all your anxiety on Him 
because he cares for you.” Peter was just echoing his friend Jesus who 
counsels,  “Don’t be anxious about anything…your heavenly Father 
already knows all your needs, and he will give you all you need from 
day to day.” Matthew 6:31-33a NLT 
 
We hear this, we read it, and maybe even in the moment we believe it 
but how do we keep remembering?  How do we practice celebrating 
God’s care, God’s provision, God’s salvation? 
 
Well there are two tools God himself has given.  For many of us we’ve 
misused the tools.  We’ve tried make them perform in ways they were 
never designed to perform.  And taking them and ourselves too 
seriously we’ve often removed the joy and rained on the party God 
intended. 
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It seems that at the end of the creation God when blessed the Sabbath, 
consecrated it and made it holy that we got all serious about its 
observance to the loss of its celebration.   
 
Faith and joy and celebration of God and who he is seems to have 
about a 6 day battery life! No matter the lightness and joy and freedom 
and perfection in Jesus, and easy yoke and light burden convincing that 
takes place here on Sabbath, that each day as we live we lose joy and 
add seriousness. And at some point on some Sabbath the joy wasn’t 
renewed and the seriousness took over and Sabbath became all about 
how we kept it instead of how it kept us! 
 
We took too much from the Jewish Sabbath heritage.  Listen we ought 
to be dancing into and out of and all over Sabbath. 
 
Dance into a day off!  God in his wisdom knew we need simple rest.  
Not just not working fully unplugging from all self-advancement.  
 
All week responsibilities duties may demand a bunch of that but 
Sabbath is the day to celebrate freedom from the grind of “making it”, 
it is resting in the reality that God cares for me.  I may have adopted the 
illusion by Friday that I make my own way and carry my own weight 
and provide for my family.  But when the sun goes down and I dance 
into Sabbath that dance is inspired by returning to the freedom of total 
dependence on God not on me! 
 
No matter my banking account, social roster, grades, accolades or 
absence of the same, Sabbath arrives and I’m reminded to celebrate that 
“In Christ” I am 100% whole.  No missing pieces. No deficiencies. 
Even if I’m at a place where I don’t like me, Sabbath comes to remind 
me that God doesn’t just like me but loves me and wants me. 
 
Vicki and I enjoyed supper on my birthday this week out at Celebration 
at Antonio’s Restaurant.  After a wonderful perfect meal, we walked 
around the little center of Celebration, Fl.   And we came to the 
fountains, that pop up out of the sidewalk and make arches and towers 
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of water.  And there were 3 or 4 young kids dancing, and running and 
celebrating the joy of that fountain, they were the essence of 
celebration.  As we walked across the street we saw a young boy about 
the same age, dressed up for a dinner out with his family, and he was 
just standing there staring at those kids dancing in the fountain.  And 
you could see the longing to join the celebration. 
 
This is the spirit of the celebration of Sabbath—remember God and 
celebrate him and his work.  
 
And the other ancient practice reminding us to live free of all care, the 
heart of celebration, is the giving of an offering to God.  When we 
return that 10% that God says is his, when we add free will offerings, 
what we are saying is that we enjoy the freedom of not being owners.  
We are just stewards of God’s resources and we can let go of our tight 
grip on our money because we trust God to care for us and his 
resources are enough.  
 
Celebration is intimately entangled with Rule Number 6 to just not take 
ourselves too seriously. Filled with the joy of the Lord we dance not 
some  disciplined rehearsed choreographed dance like Dancing with the 
Stars, but we dance like kids in a fountain out of sheer uninhibited joy 
at the amazement of who God is and what he does—we sing and dance 
and make noise and laugh and pretend. We celebrate creativity and the 
arts and family and we join in celebrating festivals and holidays 
because we have cast all our care on God, we are anxious about nothing 
because he cares for us. And that is something worth celebrating. 
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At the conclusion of his book Celebration of Discipline Foster writes: 
“We have come to the end of this study, but only to the beginning of 
our journey 
 
We have seen how MEDITATION heightens our spiritual sensitivity 
which, in turn, leads us into PRAYER. 
 
Very soon we discover that prayer involves FASTING as an 
accompanying means. Informed by these three disciplines, we can 
effectively move into STUDY which gives us discernment about 
ourselves and the world in which we live.  
 
Through SIMPLICITY we live with others in integrity.  SOLITUDE 
allows s to be genuinely present to people when we are with them. 
Through SUBMISSION we live with others without manipulation, and 
through SERVIE we are a blessing to them.  
 
CONFESSION frees us from ourselves and releases us to WORSHIP. 
Worship opens the door to GUIDANCE.   All the disciplines freely 
exercised bring forth the doxology of CELEBRATION. 
 
The classical Disciplines of the spiritual life beckon us to the 
Himalayas of the Spirit.  Now we stand at timber line awed by the 
snowy peaks before us.  We step out in confidence with our Guide who 
has blazed the trail and conquered the highest summit. 
 



Celebrate(God(all(day,(every(day,(I(mean,(revel(in(him.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Philippians!4:4!The!Message!
!
Survey!the!general!population!about!what!Christians!are!known!for,!what!they!!
stand!for,!and!I’m!pretty!sure!“celebration!and!celebrating”!would!not!even!appear!
on!the!list!!!What!damage!have!we!done,!in!the!name!of!Christ,!to!the!God!of!
celebration?!
!
After!millenniums!of!misunderstanding,!when!it!seems!even!the!prophets!can’t!tell!
the!story!accurately!God!sends!Jesus!to!save!humanity!and!to!reveal!what!God!is!
REALLY!like.!!!His!coming!is!announced!to!shepherds!as!“Good!news!of!great!joy.”!!
The!angel!choir!sings!in!celebration.!
!
When!Jesus!stands!in!the!synagogue!in!Nazareth!and!reads!from!Isaiah!there!
seems!to!be!good!evidence!that!he!is!proclaiming!the!year!of!Jubilee—a!cause!for!
celebration!!
!
Our!“Twelve!Months!to!Grow”!journey!has,!in!a!sense,!built!to!this!final!discipline.!!
Rooted!in!the!other!disciplines!is!an!openness!to!God!and!the!practice!of!allowing!
him!to!prepare!us!to!party,!to!cut!loose!and!celebrate.!
!
!!! !! cel·e·bra·tion!!!!!!noun,\,,sel!�brāSH(!)n/,
, ,

:,the,action,of,,marking,one’s,pleasure,at,an,important,event,,or,occasion,by,,
,,engaging,in,enjoyable,,typically,social,,activity,
:,to,observe,a,notable,occasion,with,festivities,
:,(with,regards,to,spiritual,disciplines),an,ongoing,awareness,that,every,,
,,moment,is,special,and,deserving,of,divine,blessing,

,
!
In(the(Old(Testament(all(the(social(stipulations(of(the(year((
of(Jubilee—canceling(all(debts,(releasing(slaves,(planting((
no(crops,(returning(property(to(the(original(owner—were((
a(celebration(of(the(gracious(provision(of(God.(God((
could(be(trusted(to(provide(what(was(needed.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Celebration!of!Discipline,!p.!190!
! !



Seriousness(is(not(a(fruit(of(the(Spirit,(but(JOY(IS!!!YYRend!Collective!
!
We’ve!played!to!seriousness!because!we!have!believed!the!devil’s!lies!more!than!
God’s!truth.!!When!we!buy!the!notion!that!there!is!never!enough,!that!we!live!in!a!
world!of!not!enough!food,!money,!clothes,!love,!joy,!appreciation,!recognition,!
honor,!time,!energy,!etc.,!the!list!is!long,!celebration!never!feels!fully!legitimate.!
!
To!come!to!a!moment!of!joy,!standing!on!the!brink!of!celebration,!too!often!we!
pull!back!from!entering!the!celebratory!mood!fearful!some!dragon!will!emerge!at!
the!height!of!our!joyous!celebration!to!ruin!the!whole!moment.!!So!we!train!
ourselves!to!hold!back!and!live!in!a!joyless!numbness!rather!than!join!in!the!
celebration!and!suffer!the!pain!of!it!being!called!up!short.!!And!then!the!devil’s!
second!lie!is!strengthened!in!our!minds,!we!are!not!worthy!of!joyous!celebration.!
!
What!can!be!done!to!shake!loose!this!captivity!to!dullness,!joyless,!life!without!
celebration?!!It!may!only!be!the!conscious,!intentional!decision!to!think!differently.!!
All!we!have!to!direct!our!lives!is!our!attention.!!Like!learning!anything!new!we!must!
discipline!ourselves,!direct!our!attention!to!believing!what!Jesus!said!more!than!
the!lies!of!the!devil.!
!
Jesus!said,!“Don’t!be!anxious!about!your!life!(not!just!the!little!petty!junk),!what!
you!shall!eat!or!what!you!shall!drink,!nor!about!your!body,!what!you!shall!wear.”!
Matthew!6:25.!!Jesus!through!Paul!tells!us!to!be!“careful!for!nothing”!have!no!
anxiety!about!anything!but!tell!God!about!it!and!then!you!will!experience!the!
peace!of!God!!Philippians!4.!!Peter!writes!for!us!to!cast!all!our!care!on!God!because!
he!cares!for!us.1!Peter!5:7.!!Jesus!promised!his!yoke!to!be!easy!and!his!burden!light!
and!that!he!will!provide!rest!for!our!souls.!Matthew!11:28Y30.!
!
Sabbath&&and&Celebration&
!
With!all!the!emphasis!we!have!placed!on!“keeping!Sabbath,”!we!somewhere!lost!
the!celebratory!nature!of!those!sacred!24!hours.!Each!week!we!should!welcome!
the!Sabbath!like!we’d!welcome!a!party.!!It!is!really!pretty!much!all!about!
celebrating.!!!

• Celebration!of!our!Creator!God!who!made!everything!there!is!
• Celebration!of!the!creation!he!made!
• Celebration!of!his!provision!(we!stop!work!to!remind!ourselves!he!

provides,!we!may!work!but!we!know!he!provides)!
• Celebration!of!one!another!as!God’s!creation!his!children!
• Celebration!of!his!enabling!us!to!serve!others!by!serving!
• Celebration!that!our!eternal!rest,!our!salvation!is!God’s!work!and!what!he!

starts!he!finishes.!



Clear&Scriptural&Reason&for&Celebration&from&Titus&3:397&NLT&
ONCE!.!.!.!!
!!We,!too,!were!foolish!and!disobedient.!
!!We!were!misled!by!others!and!
!!We!became!slaves!to!many!wicked!desires!and!evil!pleasures.!
!!Our!lives!were!full!of!evil!and!envy.!
!!We!hated!others!and!they!hated!us.!
BUT!THEN!.!.!.!
!!God!our!Savior!showed!us!his!kindness!and!love.!
!!He!saved!us,!!
!!!!!!!!not!because!of!the!good!things!we!did,!!but!because!of!his!mercy.!
!!He!washed!away!our!sins!and!
!!He!gave!us!a!new!life!through!the!Holy!Spirit.!
!!He!generously!poured!out!the!Spirit!upon!us!!
!!!!!!!!because!of!what!Jesus!Christ!our!Savior!did.!
!!He!declared!us!not!guilty!because!of!his!great!kindness.!
AND!NOW!
!!We!know!that!we!will!inherit!eternal!life!!
&
Ideas&for&parents&to&assist&children&in&practicing&this&discipline&

• Create!a!“thankful”!journal!let!small!children!dictate!and!older!write!
• Get!crazy!fun!with!starting!Sabbath!and!making!the!whole!a!celebration!
• Talk!and!get!frustrations!out!so!celebrations!are!real!not!glossing!over!
• Celebrate!spontaneously!life,!friends,!God,!the!day,!etc.!
• When!plans!go!askew!turn!it!into!an!unexpected!celebration!

!
Joy(overcomes(our(pettiness.!!!C.S.!Lewis!

Ideas&for&Celebrating&
1. Sing,!Dance,!!Make!Noise!!(think!how!kids!celebrate)!
2. Laugh—celebrate!joy!and!laughter!and!not!having!to!be!profound!
3. Play!“Pretend”!and!imagine!with!a!kid!
4. Visit!a!museum!or!talent!show!etc.!and!celebrate!creativity!
5. Turn!all!completed!tasks!into!an!excuse!for!celebration!
6. Enjoy!community!and!holiday!celebrations!
!
The(joy(of(the(Lord(is(our(strength.!!Nehemiah!
!
12&Practices&to&Keep&Growing&
Meditation—Prayer—Fasting—Study—Simplicity—Solitude—Submission—
Service—Confession—Worship—Guidance—Celebration!!!!



!

1. What’s!the!first!thing!that!comes!to!your!mind!when!you!hear!the!word!
Celebration?!

!

2. In!all!the!celebrations!of!life!which!bring!back!the!fondest!memories?!

!
!

3. What!do!you!think!about!“Celebration”!as!a!corporate!spiritual!discipline?!

!

4. How!do!you!practice!this!discipline!of!celebration?!Alone?!With!friends?!

!
!

5. What!gets!in!the!way!of!celebrating?!

!

6. How!hard!is!it!for!you!to!believe!God!is!“for”!you?!

!
!

7. If!you!believe!there!is!enough!grace!for!you!and!that!God!has!made!you!
part!of!his!eternal!kingdom,!how!does!that!affect!you!celebration?!

!

8. How!will!you!implement!and!practice!the!discipline!of!celebration!in!your!
life!more?!!!

!
!

9. What!could!a!church!do!to!heighten!the!celebration!aspect?!If!you!like!you!
can!email!me!your!suggestions!!andy@hospitalchurch.org!!


